
darwinTeachers’ Kit
This teacher’s kit looks at ways of investigating darwinism and evolution to
support the science national curriculum. Activities are included to support
kS1, kS2 and kS3 schemes of work, helping pupils to explore the evidence for
evolution and natural selection on a worldwide and local basis. This teacher’s
kit is designed to be used with the poster of fancy pigeons included in
heritage Learning 40.

whAT do you wAnT To LeArn TodAy?

Activity 1
How many different pigeons can you see?

Purpose
To help children make careful observations to identify similarities 

and differences between living things.

Resources:
Pigeons poster (free with Heritage Learning 40)

Line drawings photocopied on to A4 paper and cut out 

(on following page)

Photocopied word bank (on following page)

Coloured pencils/crayons

Sugar paper

Pritstick

Exploring and developing ideas

Use the fancy pigeons poster to start a discussion about 

the differences and similarities between the pigeons. 

Explore the colours, sizes and shapes of different

characteristics of the pigeons.

Then hand out one pigeon line drawing stuck on some sugar paper, pritstick and 

all the words to a table or pair and ask them to pick out words to label each part 

of their pigeon (i.e. head, beak, legs, wings). Get the children to stick the labels in 

the right places around the pigeon.

Next, the children should take a descriptive word and stick it in front of the label 

(i.e. big beak, grey wings).

Then ask the children to look very carefully at the pictures of their pigeon on the

poster and colour in their line drawing so it matches.

Finally, ask each group or pair to stand up with their labelled, described and coloured

pigeon and describe it to the rest of the class. Can the class work out which pigeon 

it is from the pigeon poster? If their observations have been careful enough, it 

should be easy to work out.

Investigating and making

The previous activities are good preparation for thinking about the links between all of

these pigeons.

Once every group or pair has described their pigeon, leave one child standing with their

pigeon picture. Discuss with the rest of the class how the pigeons should be grouped –

perhaps by colour, shape or size. Move the pigeons around into groups until the class

agrees they are in the right groups. You could explain that this is exactly what scientists do

when trying to classify new species – by trying to see which species they are closest to.

Finish off by mounting the pigeons in the groups on a large piece of paper.
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Activity 2
How have pigeons changed?

Purpose
To explore artificial selection to illustrate how natural selection has adapted 

animals to their circumstances and habitat.

Resources:
Pigeon poster (free with Heritage Learning 40)

Line drawings of pigeons photocopied and cut out (see previous page)

Paper

Coloured pencils/crayons

Exploring and developing ideas

Give out all the line drawings of pigeons to each group and ask pupils to match

each pigeon to the one on the poster. 

Discuss the differences and similarities between the pigeons. Introduce how the

pigeons have all been modified by breeding from the wild rock dove.

Ask each group to decide between themselves how to organise their pigeons into

varieties – by colour, size or shape. They can move the line drawings around to help

their thinking. 

Discuss with the group what their decisions were – did all the groups arrange the

pigeons into the same varieties? (Some of the official varieties include fantails,

tumblers and pouters, although there are many more!)

Get each group to think about what the intermediate forms of pigeons might have

looked like between the rock dove and the varieties they can see now. 

Pupils can then draw a family tree linking each group of pigeons to the rock dove.

Get them to draw in what at least one intermediate form might have looked like.

Explain that pigeon breeders have exploited the natural differences that occur

between rock doves to breed similar birds so that some features become

emphasised. Discuss with the group whether any of the characteristics that

breeders have chosen help the pigeon survive and reproduce.

Investigating and making

To investigate variation in nature you could recreate one of Darwin’s experiments. 

He fenced off a small patch of lawn, about 1x1m, and let it grow without mowing or

weeding it. He found 20 species of 18 genera of 8 orders of plants growing there after

several months. He concluded that the varieties spring up to take advantage of

unexploited aspects of the natural environment. How many varieties and species 

will you find?
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Activity 3
Variation in nature

Purpose
To find evidence for variation in nature

Resources:
Links to other schools across the country/world

Cameras

Access to email

Pigeon poster (free with Heritage Learning 40)

Exploring and developing ideas

Use the pigeon poster to explore the idea of variation. Discuss with pupils how they think

breeders have been able to produce such a large number of varieties from one species, 

the rock dove. 

Discuss the mechanism behind artificial selection and how it relates to natural selection.

Discuss what would happen if the pigeons were able to breed freely. Ask if they can think of

anything in nature that these fancy pigeons could turn into if they escaped into the wild. 

This should lead to feral pigeons.

Organise a trip to your nearest town and give each pair of pupils a camera to take pictures of the

local pigeons and a notebook to note down their characteristics.

When back in the classroom get the class to agree what the characteristics of the local pigeons

are and create a display with some of the pictures and descriptions of the local pigeons. Leave lots

of room to add to the display.

Investigating and making

If possible, set up a contact with a school in a different town or country. Get your pupils to explain to

the other school how to study the local feral pigeons in the same way. Exchange photos and

descriptions and add to your display. You could contact two or three different places if you are able.

Using the final display, discuss with pupils the similarities and differences between feral pigeons across

the country/world. Explore what could cause those differences – environment, type of food source,

predators. Pupils may need to do some research about the places you have linked with to find out. 

Finally, introduce the ideas of random mutations and sexual selection. Explore whether these could

account for the differences.
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